
MELIFER

MELIFER IS A WHITE CLOVER THAT
AS A SPECIAL ABILITY TO GROW IN MIXTURES

WHITE CLOVER



Grazing EnrubannageMowing

Sowing July-September or March-April:

- Prepare a thin seed bed in order to get a good soil-seed contact;

- Sow at a depth of 1 cm;

- Roll right after sowing.

Protection:

- Monitor slugs during the establishment and take action if needed;

- Remove the weeds as early as 3-4 trifoliate leaves stage if  
 needed (seek advice from your technician).
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• MELIFER has an excellent behaviour  within mixtures:
 -  Its intermediate size provides him access to light even in the presence of grasses;
 -  Its good winter hardiness and drought resistance support its persistency in the pasture for many years;
 -  Its high yielding potential improves the feed quality of multi-species pastures.

• MELIFER is a white clover variety suitable for various situations:
 -  As an intermediate type, MELIFER can be grazed or used for hay production.
 - MELIFER produces many stolons and vegetative points, supporting its good regrowth ability and persistence even   
  under trampling.
 -  MELIFER is particularly adapted for grazing: its tall growth habit compared to dwarf types makes it very persistent
  even by over grazing.

MELIFER
Features:
- White clover
- Intermediate type
- Medium leaf type

Profile:
- Persistent
Persistency:
- 4 years  and more
Soil types:
- All types

Sowing rate:
- 3 to 4 kg/ha (1.2 to 1.6 kg/ac) in 
combination with grasses or in 
multi-species mixtures.
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FOR WHAT USE ?
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Recommandations may vary according to local soil and climate 
conditions and local agricultural practices.

Packaging: 
2 kg bucket

Trè�e Blanc

MELIFER


